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FEATURED PROJECT

Cleared for Landing on Runway 10-28
On March 29 2011, Independence Excavating (IX) mobilized to Cleveland
Hopkins International Airport (CLE) for phase II of the Runway 10-28 safety
area improvements project. The projected start date of March 1, 2011
was delayed by nearly one month due to adverse weather and emergency
repairs that had to be performed on another runway. The delayed start
required an immediate, coordinated and accelerated effort by our crews,

as well as multiple subcontractors. Multiple tasks of the project needed to
be performed simultaneously in order to accelerate the schedule and work
toward completing the project on its original completion date. The overall
purpose of phase II of the Runway 10-28 project is to replace the east end
(28) of Runway 10-28, which is parallel to Brookpark Road.
Continued on page 3.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Vic DiGeronimo Jr.
Summer is here! The summer of 2011 has
officially kicked off . I hope everyone is enjoying
themselves a little bit and getting to spend some
valuable family time.
Our work picture for the first half of the year
has been outstanding. Not a day goes by when
I don’t talk or see someone telling me they saw
our trucks or equipment working somewhere
they were traveling. After a couple of really

difficult years of limited work, I’m happy to say
the first half of 2011 has been very good. With
a record amount of work going on in Cleveland
and the build-up of our regional work program,
we have been very fortunate. To all of our valued
customers, suppliers, and most of all, our
employees, the DiGeronimo family thanks you for
your commitment and loyalty in the past, present
and future.

As the second half of the year begins, we
will continue to do our best to provide every
customer we work with the very best value,
service and final product we possibly can. To
all of our employees, enjoy your summer, work
safely, and continue your outstanding efforts and
we will all have a successful year.
Thanks and have a nice day!

CURRENT PROJECT

Hollywood Casino — Columbus, Ohio
The State of Ohio is entering the world of casino
gambling and Independence Excavating will be
integral in the initial work to open the casino
doors in Columbus, Ohio. The $400 million
project to construct the Hollywood Casino is
scheduled to conclude in late 2012. The project
site will consist of the 300,000 SF Hollywood
Casino, a four story parking garage, and a 10
acre parking area which will hold over 100
recreational vehicles. The project is expected
to provide 3,500 construction jobs and the
casino is to provide 2,000 permanent jobs in the
Columbus area.
The owner chosen for the Columbus casino,
Penn National Gaming, Inc., awarded Smoot
Construction Company the prime contract to
construct the Hollywood Casino. The location
of the project is the former Delphi Auto Parts
Plant, which is a 123 acre site on the corner of
Georgesville Road and West Broad Street, outside
the west edge of the City of Columbus. Smoot
Construction Company awarded Independence
Excavating the subcontract to perform the site
development, including demolition of existing
foundations and pavement, clearing and
grubbing, excavation and embankment, erosion
control, sub-grade preparation for the roads and
buildings, building backfill, topsoil re-spread,
and seeding.
Our work began in May 2011, with demolition
and excavation. Two different crew set-ups are
being used to move the dirt on site. Shallow cuts
are being excavated using scrapers, while the
deeper building foundations and ponds are being
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constructed with excavators and belly dump
trucks. As excavation operations proceed, stone
will be placed on the roads and parking lots
to bring them to the proper subgrade. Piles of
crushed concrete and asphalt millings from the
demolition of the existing Delphi Auto Parts Plant
will be recycled and reused by Independence
Excavating to provide the material for road and
building subbase. This will also contribute to
the projects goal of obtaining a LEED silver
rating. Once the site is to grade level, topsoil
will be spread and the site will be prepared for
landscaping. Our final operation will be the
backfill of the building, which is scheduled to
take place in September and October 2011.
Independence Excavating prides itself on its
ability to coordinate well with other contractors,
and as is common with site development
projects, working closely with other trades
is essential for the success of the project.
Caisson drilling, utility installation, excavation
and embankment, and building construction

all proceeding simultaneously by separate
construction companies provide the need for
frequent coordination meetings between site
management in order to synchronize project
schedules. Unforeseen concrete obstructions,
contaminated dirt, unsuitable conditions, and
non-cooperative weather are just a few of the
construction obstacles currently being addressed
at the Hollywood Casino project. Thanks to the
efforts of our field managers and personnel,
coordination efforts are going smoothly, and all
obstacles are being overcome as Independence
Excavating contributes to the timely completion
of the project.
Independence Excavating is pleased to be a part
of this community building project and we look
forward to additional opportunities to bid more
work at the casino, along with the possibility of
pursuing numerous additional projects being
constructed in the area as a result of the new
casino business.

Continued from page 1.

FEATURED PROJECT

Cleared for Landing on Runway 10-28
Although completing all paving operations will
complete a major milestone, the navigational
aids (NAVAID) portion of the project will allow
for the new runway to be fully operational. This
challenging part of the project will require IX crews
and our electrical subcontractors to work outside
the airport at various locations along State Route
237, inside the Ford plant and on RTA rapid transit
property to install new NAVAID equipment. All
of these items need to be completed, tested, and
operational for FAA flight checks in September and
subsequent acceptance of the project.

The various recycling processes incorporated in
the construction of the runway base courses is
unique to this project. The first process was the
rubblization of over 51,000 SY of the existing
runway, which broke the concrete down in place
and proved to be a strong and capable base to
support additional subsequent components of the
pavement section. Secondly, more than two acres
of 24" thick existing runway/taxiway concrete was
broken in place to 12" minus sized pieces and then
removed, trucked, and placed in deep fills. This
not only saved in the amount of material used, but
it also helped maintain the schedule by eliminating
dirt fill in a spring season that proved to have
record-breaking rainfall. Finally, concrete that
was removed from the airport was crushed into
aggregate by Independence Recycling and is being
used in the low strength Econocrete base course
being produced at the Harper Company’s on-site
batch plant. Nearly 35,000 tons was recycled to
produce enough Econocrete to pave 74,300 SY.

system included excavation of an 118,000 CY
dry pond with a paved concrete gutter, 271 LF
of 48" bored and jacked underneath Brookpark
Road and the re-building of the North Detention
Basin located north of I-480 off Grayton Road.
The paving portion of the project encompasses
the 28 end of Runway 10-28 and several
connecting taxiways (U - Uniform, J – Juliet,
Y – Yankee & Y1). As part of the reconstructed
pavement, Taxiway U will be relocated 450' to
the East and Taxiway J will be re-graded and repaved to accept the new intersecting location of
Taxiway U. Taxiways Y and Yankee 1 will also be
reconfigured to connect with the end of the newly
extended runway. Once all paving operations
are complete more than 74,000 SY of 8" thick
Econocrete base course, 71,000 SY of 14" thick
Portland cement concrete pavement, and 38,000
SY of 5" thick Bituminous asphalt pavement for
shoulders and blast pads will have been placed.

In addition to the major work items above, our
scope includes runway and taxiway lighting,
pavement markings, pavement grooving, and
seeding and sodding to finish out the project.
The Runway 10-28 team hit the ground hard and
fast to maintain an already aggressive schedule
that was shortened due to emergency runway
repairs and adverse weather conditions. In order to
maintain this aggressive schedule our professional
man power, largest iron and most reputable
subcontractors in the business were called upon.
IX would like to thank, The Harper Company,
Zenith Systems, Kokosing Construction, Hi-Lite
Markings, Chagrin Valley Engineering, North
Electric, Solar Testing Labs, Royal Landscaping,
Antigo Construction, Ballast Fence, Riley
Contracting, and Safety Grooving and Grinding
for all of their hard work. IX would also like to the
thank The City of Cleveland Department of Port
Control, R.W. Armstrong and their design team for
all of their efforts in the successful completion of
this high profile project at CLE.

Concurrent with pavement removal, IX
began removing a large network of existing
underdrain and storm sewers, which proved
to be a challenge as pipe removals needed to
be strategically chosen to maintain as much
drainage as possible. Maintaining drainage
across the job site was key for installing the
new storm system consisting of 13,000 LF of
underdrains and over 10,000 LF of reinforced
concrete pipe, of which 2,500 LF was 90" in
diameter. There were also 27 precast manholes
and catch basins, some of which exceed 24 tons.
Three storm structures were too large to precast,
so IX concrete crews were enlisted to cast them
in place. In addition to the pipe work, the storm
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PROJECT UPDATE
table below the structure so that the new structure
can be built. In the end, a new gravity system will
be built to maintain the water below the structure,
which our excavation crews will help install.

As Cleveland enters the dog days of summer, the
Cleveland Medical Mart and Convention Center
project is progressing.
From January through June, Independence
Excavating demolition crews removed the former
Cleveland Convention Center in the shadows of
Cleveland City Hall, the Public Auditorium, and
the Cuyahoga County Courthouse in downtown
Cleveland. The massive concrete structure
was removed between St. Clair Avenue and the
Cleveland Browns Stadium to 40' below street
level. In addition, five buildings of the west
block were demolished, mass excavation was
completed to extend the new facility 70' to the
South, and Lakeside Avenue was shored for 100'
using steel girders from the former facility. With
demolition complete, the site is getting ready for
structures.
Turner Construction Co. and other follow-on
trades are packed into the site in a hotbed of
activity to start the new structure. Independence
Excavating is an integral part of the team with a
main focus on excavation for the new foundations
and structures on the site. There is a variety
of structural components including retaining
walls, two new walls, deep sewer collection
pits, mat foundations, and some areas where
the remaining structure is underpinned. The
foundations are supported, excavated beneath,
and extended to a lower elevation where the
structure is underpinned. Our excavation and
backfill crews will work together with the trades
installing the new parts and pieces ahead of the
steel superstructure.
With all these new structural components,
and some extending well below the existing
structure’s foundation and even further below the
surrounding water table, the other main task for
our crews was to lower the water table to allow
construction, and then to maintain that water
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Our utility installation crews will get a piece
of the action as well, installing the new utility
taps for the facility. We will enter all of the
surrounding streets to bring services into various
areas of the new facility. This work will entail
working around existing utilities, as well as
downtown traffic, requiring close coordination
with the public and off-hours work.

There are a few components of demolition
that remain, including the dismantlement of
the shoring system that is beneath Lakeview
Avenue while traffic is maintained on the surface.
There will also be some column removal in
coordination with the new steel structure that
will support portions of the old facility as it is
incorporated into the new one.
In all, there is no shortage of work for this new
facility and Independence Excavating crews are
excited to be a part of the construction team for
this new feature in Cuyahoga County and the City
of Cleveland.

CURRENT PROJECT

Flats East Bank – Phase II
At the start of 2011, Independence Excavating
began the second phase of work on the much
anticipated Flats East Bank redevelopment
project. After having completed the first phase
of the CSO Pump Station and Sewers in May
of 2010, we have been anxiously awaiting the
start of the second phase, which consists of an
18-story office tower and hotel complex. A lot
of time was spent by our estimating and project
management teams to get us to the point of
mobilization. In January our field crews hit the
ground running.
Our scope of work for the second phase includes
modifying the existing earth retention system
that was installed during the first phase, site
remediation, excavation for building foundations,
storm sewers, sanitary sewers, waterline,
concrete paving, asphalt paving and landscaping.
One of our first and most challenging activities
on the project was the removal of the foundations
and contaminated material that has been on the
site since the early 1900s. The site previously
served as the grounds for the storage of coal
gas, which was used to power the City of
Cleveland’s street lights. The main above ground
structures of these gas holder tanks have long
been removed from the site, but in order to
construct the foundation of the new office tower
and hotel, the foundations of these tanks had to
be removed.

Following the remediation of the site, we started
assisting the building concrete contractor with
the excavation for all of the building foundations.
The main office tower of the new structure will
sit on a five foot thick concrete mat foundation
that required us to excavate to a depth of 12
feet across a portion of the site. We had to work
closely with the geotechnical and structural
engineers in monitoring the existing earth
retention system to make sure it was not being
affected. The remainder of the hotel and parking
garage structures will sit on H-piles and pile
caps, which we will also be performing the
excavation for.
We also are responsible for all of the work
outside of the building footprint. We recently
started the installation of the storm and sanitary
sewers, and a waterline has to be installed on a
portion of the project. Also included in our work
are all the roadways surrounding the new project,
including the removal of portions of Front
Avenue, West 10th Street, Main Avenue and Old
River Road. Once we have removed these they
will be replaced with new concrete and asphalt
roads, which will greatly improve these roads
from their current condition.

park. We will be responsible for remediating this
area, by removing two feet of existing material
and replacing it with clean fill. Once that is
completed it will be landscaped, and serve as
a park area, until future development comes to
fruition.
Everyone that has been involved with the Flats
East Bank project, from office to field personnel,
has been doing a great job so far keeping up with
the constant changes to the project. While this
project is a design/build project, it is constantly
evolving and changing. With future development
plans continuing to evolve, even as our work
continues, there is great potential for this project
to expand. We are looking forward to see the
project develop further into the future, and we
hope we can continue to be a part of it. This job
is serving as one of the big projects currently
under construction in the City of Cleveland that
will help in rejuvenating the city, and we are
thrilled to be a part of the construction team.

The final portions of this project are
improvements that are being made along the
Cuyahoga River. The current plans have this area
being cleaned up and turned into at recreational

Cleveland, Ohio, circa 1905. “Cuyahoga River from the
Viaduct.” The sidewheeler City of Cleveland. Detroit Publishing

Rendering of the Flats East Bank redevelopment
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New Projects
CEMEX
Location: Eden, North Carolina
Scope of work: 300,000 tons of slate
crushing for two years
DUFFIELD AGGREGATES
Location: DeQueen, Arkansas
Scope of work: 400,000 tons of sandstone
crushing

FORD CCP DEMOLITION
Location: Brookpark, Ohio
Start date: June 2011
Completion date: April 2012
Scope of Work: Complete environmental
decommissioning and demolition of existing
casting plant.

GOAT HILL TRUCKING
Location: Alliance, Ohio
Scope of work: 20,000 tons of concrete
crushing
HOLLYWOOD CASINO
Location: Columbus, Ohio
Start date: May 2011
Completion date: September 2011
Scope of work: Mass earthwork and grading
for new casino, parking garage and RV lots,
including asphalt milling and use of recycled
materials for stone base of pavement, buildings
and erosion control.
J.B. JAMES CONSTRUCTION
Location: Lake Charles, Louisiana
Scope of work: 30,000 tons of concrete
crushing
J.B. JAMES CONSTRUCTION
Location: New Orleans International Airport –
New Orleans, Louisiana
Scope of work: 45,000 tons of concrete
crushing
LVI ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
Location: Jacksonville Naval Air Station –
Jacksonville, Florida
Scope of work: 15,000 tons of concrete
crushing
STARPOINTE – PHASE II
Location: Burgettstown, Pennsylvania
Start date: July 2011
Completion date: January 2012
Scope of work: Complete sitework for
new business park including 2.6 million CY
of excavation, clearing, grubbing, seeding,
mulching, site drainage and structures.
T.J. LAMBRECHT/WALSH
CONSTRUCTION
Location: O’Hare International Airport –
Chicago, Illinois
Scope of work: 190,000 tons of concrete
crushing
UPMC SHADY SIDE HOSPITAL – PHASE III
Location: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Start date: July 2011
Completion date: October 2011
Scope of work: Site demolition, import fill
for roadways, utilities, retaining walls, and
installation of finished concrete roadways.

Demolition of the Cold Storage Building to make way for the new Innerbelt Bridge.
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CRUSHING UPDATE
In June of this year we started a new relationship
with CALX Resources at their new quarry in
Calvert City, Kentucky. The project consists of a
three year contract to produce their aggregates,
while they prepare to install their permanent
operation. Phase I of the project includes

crushing a large quantity of base material for use
in on-going infrastructure needs as they prepare
their Grand Rivers Quarry to open. Phase II will be
the actual production of different sizes and types
of aggregates that will be marketed throughout
various states surrounding the area. The contract

calls for production of nearly three million tons of
material during the three year period.
We appreciate the opportunity to partner with
CALX on this new venture!
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CURRENT PROJECTS

Pennsylvania Project Update
Independence Excavating - Pittsburgh is tasked with completing a myriad of challenging projects this summer. The estimating team was awarded a
variety of projects that are now in construction phase. A few of these projects are included below.

University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Emergency Room
Renovation Phase 3
Independence Excavating will be responsible
for constructing all structural elements
from bedrock to foundations. This includes
managing a subcontractor to install over 30
deep caissons and an additional subcontractor
to install the foundations. Independence
Excavating’s work includes site demolition, a
complete imported fill for roadways, relocation
and adjustment of site utilities, construction
of retaining walls, and installation of finished
concrete roadways.

The work is only half the challenge.To say
this site is “tight” is an understatement. Our
crews will have to avoid incoming ambulances
and provide constant access to critical care
facilities, navigate equipment into alleyways
which are narrow, even by Pittsburgh
standards, and remove parts of buildings
with active trauma rooms on the other side.
This project is scheduled to be complete by
October 1, 2011.

Aspinwall - Fifth Third Bank
Working in the historic Aspinwall Borough,
Independence Excavating will be installing
storm, sanitary sewers, domestic water,
natural gas and performing site grading
for a new Fifth Third Bank. Independence
Excavating is proud to be a member of
the 100% union workforce the bank has
implemented for their construction projects.

Salk Hall Addition
Independence Excavating will once again
be seen on the University of Pittsburgh
campus. Independence Excavating will be
working as a subcontractor to McKamish
Mechanical at Salk Hall on the University
of Pittsburgh Medical School. Our scope
includes excavating for the facilities new
steam and condensate lines, the service
runs in one of Pittsburgh’s, always
challenging, city streets and terminates on
the project site. We anticipate this short
duration project to be complete by the end
of July. The building is named for Jonas
Salk, a University of Pittsburgh researcher
who invented the very successful polio
vaccine. Salk, one of the century’s greatest
humanitarians, refused to patent the vaccine,
stating, “can you patent the sun?”
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